
QTY ITEM DESCRIPTION

1 97408 29" Halloween Cat & Pumpkin

1 87448 19" Halloween Ghost & Kitty

1 87120 Std. Halloween Friends

1 87482 Std. Halloween Opal Pastel Ghosts

1 11288 11" Halloween Moon & Stars 50 pk (1 needed)

1 12547 12" Metallic Orange Latex 100 pk (1 needed)

1 12526 12" Metallic Purple Latex 100 pk (1 needed)

1 12504 12" Dark Green Latex 100 pk (4 needed)

1 5405 5" Orange Latex 100 pack (4 needed)

1 18304 260 Dark Green Twistee 50 pk (7 needed)

- - Coordinating Curling Ribbon

1 721093 Balloon Bond
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#97408
Air inflate the foil balloon. Roll the neck of the balloon 

around an uninflated 260 like a scroll.  Tie the 260 to 
secure it to the balloon then use the loose ends to tie 

the foil balloon on to the top of the cluster.  

#87120 / #87482 / #87448  
#12547 / #12526 / #11288 

Helium inflate, add curling ribbon and tie the balloons 
to the hang tab of #97408.

Latex Cluster - #12504
Air inflate two 12" green latex balloons to 9" 
and tie together to form a duplet. Repeat to 

create a second duplet. Twist the two duplets 
together to create a four-balloon cluster.

#5405
Air inflate and attach to the balloon cluster 

with balloon bond.  

#87448

#18304

260 Latex Curls - #18304
Fully air inflate and deflate a green 260s. Attach the tip 

of the 260 to a cylindrical object like a pipe or wrapping 
paper tube with a Clip-n-Weight™. Wrap the 260 

smoothly around the tube making sure not to twist it. 
Re-inflate, slip it off the cylinder and tie. Create a second 

green curl. Tie both together at the neck. Slip them up 
through the balloon cluster. Adjust them until they are 

in the desired location.

WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD

Children under 8 years can choke or suffocate on uninflated or
broken balloons. Adult supervision required. Keep uninflated
balloons from children. Discard broken balloons at once.
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